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Key terms:

• L1 = native language(s) – exposed to from birth, acquired “for free”

• L2, L3, L4, etc. = picked up later on, acquired “with slog”

• Information structure (IS) = how sentences are built

• Language transfer = L1 affecting L2, positive or negative

• Crosslinguistic influence (CLI) =  Two languages affecting each 

other, usually bilinguals, L1 x L1, L1 x L2, L2 x L3*

• Language attrition = losing your L1



Interference: writer and translator

• Author’s dominant language may influence their writing in a different 

language:



Cont.

• Translator might transfer features from source into translation:

Och det stannar inte där!

Och inte nog med det! 

From: ‘Svenskan går bananer. En bok om översättningar som syns’, Alexander Katourgi



Risk factor: Language attrition

• Isolation from L1

• First up: lexicon

– Cross-linguistic interference caused by exposure and L2 dominance

– Additional risk factor: English with Swedish speakers.

• Grammatical attrition and phonological attrition also “A Thing”



Transfer both positive and negative

• Positive: X works in both languages = cognates

• Negative: X works in language A but not in language B



Negative transfer

• False friends

• Syntax and word order

• Plurals

• Definite and/or indefinite articles

• Punctuation conventions

• Verb tenses

• Layout



False friends

False friends/False acquaintances 

• aktuell 

• eventuell 

• konsekvent

• effektiv

• bransch

• merit(er)*

• även

• (att) mena

• slott

• *or is that a false friend?



A nice example



Other risk areas

• Abbreviations

– Latin (looking at you “i.a.”)

– Oj…

• Capitalisation

– Namely in titles and headings

– General acceptance of the Swedish way



Oj…



Nuggets

• Bland annat

– Often unnecessary and can be chopped unnoticed.

– Can’t be chopped? “Including…”

– The “inter alia” trap, again: she went to the shop and bought, inter alia, onions, 

household paper and cheese

• Så kallade

– “so-called” - we all know that has a different vibe

• Dvs

– i.e. – not always necessary





Rhian’s Nasties
Inspo source: SFÖ Pitfalls in Sv-En translation 2nd ed.

• alternativ
– alternative

– option

• ekonomi/ekonomisk
– economy/economic

– finance/financial

• hus
– house

– building

– premises (?)

• rutin
– routine

– prodedure

• effektiv
– effective

– efficient

• stad
– city

– town



Traits

• S-V-O

• End-weight

• Mobile adverbials

• Swedish - SVO

• V2

• End weight, less flexible

• Fronting



The fronting trap…

• I denna broschyr ges en förklaring 

av Eu:s handelspolitik.

• In this booklet there is a description 

of the EU’s trade policy.

• This booklet describes how EU trade 

policy works.

Adapted from: Herriman, J. (2012). Word order and information structure in English and Swedish. Linguistics and the Human Sciences, 6(1-3), 

129–149. https://doi.org/10.1558/lhs.v6i1-3.129



Quick Exercise





Main Exercise





Discussion

• What stood out?

• What “works” but might not be idiomatic?

• What made you think “is that right? Do we say that?”

• Sentence presentation, was the order logical?

– Where was the most important info?

– Would you stay true to the original, or flip it and/or chop it?



Owt else?



That’s it from me

Svenskan går bananer – Alexander Katourgi

Translating for the European Union Institutions – Emma 

Wagner, Svend Bech, Jesús Martínez

Från källspråk till målspråk – Rune Ingo

Pitfalls in Swedish-English translation – SFÖ publication

“Lämna” https://www.svd.se/a/dc382c03-dc28-3e68-a143-

bc47254aaee1/ovant-med-naket-lamna
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